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A Hall
for All

PROPOSED DESIGN
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Sixty years ago, the people of Belgravia
raised the money for the hall we have today.
Help us do it again. Support our campaign
to build “A Hall for All.”

FOR 60 YEARS our community hall
has been at the heart of Belgravia:
playschool programs, seniors’ bridge
clubs, karate, yoga, craft classes,
neighborhood barbecues, thirty
annual pumpkin parties, and a place
where local issues are discussed and
decided. If those walls could speak,
oh the stories they would tell.
To this day, about 150 people use
Belgravia hall on a typical day. After
sixty years of heavy use, it is time to
give our hall a major upgrade.

Support your Hall Today
MEET THE NEEDS OF TOMORROW
To contribute, or for more information,
visit www.BelgraviaEdmonton.ca.

The Heart of
our Community
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Belgravia Community Hall is ready for some
much-needed upgrades, but we need your support.

The Original Hall

After the 1994 Renovation

HOW IT STARTED

TODAY’S CHALLENGES

In 1954, when much of Belgravia was still vacant
lots, 125 residents gathered at the McKernan Hall
to form the Belgravia Community League. Within a
year enough money was raised to build the original
Belgravia Community Hall, which remains the core
of our facility to this day. Those people weren’t just
building a hall, they were building a community.

Our hall today is a busy hub with children’s
programs from 7am to 6pm, followed by adult
programs in the evenings. There is demand for
classes and activities that there simply isn’t time or
room for.

How was the original hall funded? $15,000 was raised
in local donations, the equivalent of $130,000 today.
The City provided an extra grant and the hall was built.
Much of that first $15,000 came from families pledging
$100 each. In 1954, $100 was a lot of money-- you could
buy a new top-of-the-line Chevrolet for $1750.
Today, if 250 people each gave an average of $1000,
we’d meet our goal for community support: $250,000.

• It’s too small to meet demands.
• It’s almost unusable for anyone with mobility
problems.
• Many of the walls have no insulation, driving up
our heating costs.
• Out-of-date facilities: the league works hard
at maintenance, but let’s face it, the current
building is wearing out.
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TOMORROW’S PROMISE

WHAT A NEW HALL MEANS FOR YOU

The current hall will be completely overhauled, and
an extension will be added toward the rink. There
will be a new roof to provide much better insulation
and drainage, and to eventually hold solar panels.
The exterior and interior will be re-done to meet
current standards of accessibility and energy
efficiency.

You have a stake in seeing this project succeed.
Your financial contribution will ensure that the
community hall remains a vital part of what makes
Belgravia special. Here’s what the hall project, in
part, will provide:

Children’s programs will be concentrated on the
lower floor so that the upper floor can be used by
other groups during the day. And there will be a
large new kitchen and bathrooms on both levels.

• A place to book for a large family
get-together.

This will be a facility that will make us all proud, and
that can be used by everyone in Belgravia.

• Meeting spaces for community issues of the day.

• Day-time programs for seniors, stay-at-home
parents, and children.

• Facilities for cooking classes.
• A wi-fi zone with easy chairs and a warm welcome.

Keep your neighbourhood
strong. Live up to the legacy of

Belgravia’s original residents and
make a financial commitment today.
To contribute, or for more information,
visit www.BelgraviaEdmonton.ca.
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Be Part of
the Legacy.

COSTS AND FUNDRAISING
Belgravia Hall renewal is expected to cost just
over $1.1 million. Here’s how we plan to get it:
• The Community League already has
$300,000 in the bank.
• We’ve applied for a $400,000 grant (the
maximum) from the City’s Community
League Infrastructure Program.
• We’ll apply for up to $200,000 in provincial
grants.
The rest needs to come from the community.

For more information, please contact:
Kevin Taft 780-434-0379
KevinTaft@BelgraviaEdmonton.ca
Kevin Klein
vicepresident@BelgraviaEdmonton.ca

Our goal is $250,000 in local fundraising,
from user groups, individuals, businesses, and
anyone else who’d like to provide support.
HALL RENEWAL DEPENDS ON YOUR SUPPORT.
No matter how small or large all support is
welcomed, from both individuals and businesses.
Supporters at the following levels will receive
special recognition.

Bronze
Silver
Gold
Platinum
Diamond

$
500
$ 1000
$ 2500
$ 5000
$ 10 000+

CONTRIBUTE TODAY! Send a cheque made
out to “Belgravia Community League — Hall
Renewal,” to Belgravia Community League,
P.O. Box 52202, Edmonton, AB T6G 2T5.
Or visit our website at BelgraviaEdmonton.ca.
(Canada Revenue Agency does not consider community leagues
to be charities for tax purposes.)

